### GEN Course List and Program Modifications
**Effective Summer 2023**

#### Foundation: Race, Ethnicity, and Gender Diversity
- **NEW** – Anthropology 2210
- **ADD** – Arabic 2241
- **NEW** – Comparative Studies 2381 (cross-listed with Spanish 2381 and WGSS 2381)
- **ADD** – History 3620
- **NEW** – Spanish 2381 (cross-listed with Comp Studies 2381 and WGSS 2381)
- **NEW** – Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies 2381 (cross-listed with Comp Studies 2381 and Spanish 2381)

#### Foundation: Social and Behavioral Sciences
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Geography 3600H
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – International Studies 2800H

#### Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
- **ADD** – Arabic 2241
- **ADD** – East Asian Languages & Literatures 2284
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 1101
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 2251
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – History 2750E

#### Foundation: Writing and Information Literacy
- **ADD** – Education: Teaching & Learning 2367
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Theatre 2367.01H

#### Foundation: Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Music 2288 (cross-listed with AAAS 2288)
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Spanish 2520

#### Foundation: Natural Sciences
- **Nothing new at this time**

#### Foundation: Mathematical & Quantitative Reasoning
(or Data Analysis)
- **Nothing new at this time**

#### College Requirement: World Languages
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1101.51*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1102.51*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Arabic 1103.51*  
- **WITHDRAW** – American Sign Language 1104*  
- **WITHDRAW** – French 1103.01H*  
- **WITHDRAW** – French 1103.02*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Hausa 1101*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Hausa 1102*  
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Hungarian 1101  
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5501.51  
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5502.51  
- **PUT IN LIMBO** – Quechua 5503.51  
- **WITHDRAW** – Shona 1101*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1101*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1102*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Twi 1103*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Yoruba 1102*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Yoruba 1103*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Zulu 1101*  
- **WITHDRAW** – Zulu 1102*

* Since these courses were in limbo prior to SU22, they were NOT “grandparented” into the GEN as World Language courses for the colleges that have that requirement. However, they are included here as an “FYI” regarding the offering of certain languages and/or certain formats.

#### Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- **ADD** – African American and African Studies 4921 (cross-listed with Comp Studies 4921 and WGSS 4921)
- **ADD** – Communication 2367
- **ADD** – Comparative Studies 4921 (cross-listed with AAAS 4921 and WGSS 4921)
- **ADD/CHANGE** – German 3798.02 [new number for German 2798.02] (4 CH with HIP: Global and Intercultural Learning: Abroad, Away, or Virtual)
- **ADD** – Hebrew 3705
- **ADD** – Sociology 3597.01
- **ADD** – Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies 4921 (cross-listed with AAAS 4921 and Comp Studies 4921)

#### Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- **ADD** – Anthropology 5602
- **ADD** – Philosophy 2465
- **NEW** – Public Health: Epidemiology 3411
- **ADD** – Sociology 3630

#### Theme: Lived Environments
- **ADD** – Communication 2331
- **ADD/CHANGE** – German 3352 [new number for German 2352] (4 CH with HIP: Global and Intercultural Learning: Abroad, Away, or Virtual)
- **NEW** – German 3689 (cross-listed with NELC 3689 and Spanish 3689)
- **NEW** – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 3689 (cross-listed with German 3689 and Spanish 3689)
- **NEW** – Spanish 3689 (cross-listed with German 3689 and NELC 3689)
### New Programs/Program Modifications

#### New Certificates:
- Climate Change Fundamentals [Category 1a, 1b; 2] (effective SP23)

#### Undergraduate Minor Revisions:
- Air Science and Leadership [new name for Air Science minor] (effective SP23)
- Campaigns and Elections (effective SP23)
- Consumer Economics and Policy [new name for Consumer Science minor]
- Fashion and Retail Studies (effective SP23)
- Financial Planning [new name for Consumer and Family Financial Service minor]
- Hospitality Management
- Human Nutrition
- Military Science and Leadership [new name for Military Science minor] (effective SP23)
- Naval Science and Leadership [new name for Naval Science minor] (effective SP23)

#### Undergraduate Program Revision:
- Neuroscience (BS) (effective SP23)

#### Graduate Program Revision:
- Doctor of Musical Arts in Conducting (effective SP23)

#### Policy Changes:
- **New Name:** The GEN Themes High-Impact Practice formerly called “Interdisciplinary Team-Teaching” is now called “Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching” (effective SP23)
- **New Name:** The GEN Themes High-Impact Practice formerly called “Education Abroad & Away” is now called “Global and Intercultural Learning: Abroad, Away, or Virtual” (effective SP23)
- **Upper Division Exception:** EEOB/Earth Sciences/History 2911 – This course, previously 1911, will be a “carve-out” of the Upper Division rule in the college. Despite being a physical science course at the 2000 level, EEOB/Earth Sciences/History 2911 WILL NOT be considered an upper-division course. (effective SP23)
- **Upper Division Exception:** GENED 4001 (GEN Bookend Reflection Seminar) is NOT an upper-division course. (effective SP23)

### Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
- ADD – Comparative Studies 4597.03
- ADD – History 3070

### Theme: Number, Nature, Mind
- Nothing new at this time

### Theme: Origins and Evolution
- Nothing new at this time

### Theme: Sustainability
- ADD – Communication 2596
- ADD – Earth Sciences 2203
- NEW – English 3340
- NEW – Food Science and Technology 3110 (4 CH with HIP: Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching)

### Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
- ADD – Religious Studies 3672
Preview of GEN course list and program modifications effective in subsequent semesters. Please note that changes to the GEL can be found on the GEL Modification Sheet.

Autumn 2023

New Certificates:
- Black Studies [Category 1a, 1b; 2] (Arts and Sciences)

New Minors:
- Controlled Environment Agriculture (Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences)
- Semiconductor Devices (Engineering)
- Signal Processing (Engineering)
- Voice Acting (Arts and Sciences)

Minor Revision
- English

Undergraduate Program Revision:
- International Studies (BA)
- English (BA)

New Graduate Program:
- Graduate Interdisciplinary Specialization in Wicked Science (Arts and Sciences)

Policy Changes:
- Revision of the Placement Testing and EM Credit Policy for introductory world language sequences – Beginning in AU 23, students will no longer receive EM credit (credit by examination) for scores earned on language placement exams. (Details are available here.)

Courses
- ADD – African American and African Studies 3440 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (cross-listed with Philosophy 3440)
- ADD – African American and African Studies 4571 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
- ADD – Anthropology 2241 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with NELC 2241)
- ADD – Anthropology 3340 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- ADD – Anthropology 3409 - Theme: Origins and Evolution
- ADD – Anthropology 3411 – Themes: Lived Environments and Sustainability
- ADD – Anthropology 5601 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- ADD – Anthropology 5609 – Theme: Origins and Evolution
- ADD – Anthropology 5624 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- ADD – Arabic 2702 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (cross-listed with WGSS 2702)
- ADD – Bioethics 3000 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
- ADD – City and Regional Planning 4597 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- ADD – Communication 2367H – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2220 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with SAS 2220)
- ADD – Comparative Studies 2264 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with English 2264)
- ADD – Economics 3900.01S – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
- ADD – Education: Teaching and Learning 4303 – Theme: Lived Environments
- ADD – Education: Teaching and Learning 5005 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- ADD – English 2264 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with Comp Studies 2264)
- ADD – English 2367.08 – Theme: Lived Environments
- ADD – Entomology 1350 (3CH) – Foundation: Natural Sciences WHEN TAKEN WITH Entomology 1351 (1 CH)
- ADD – Health and Rehabilitation Science 4590 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• ADD – Hebrew 3703 – Foundation: Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts (cross-listed with Jewish Studies 3703)
• ADD – History 2610 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• ADD – History 2610H – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• ADD – History 2710 – Theme: Lived Environments
• ADD – History 3015 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3222 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• ADD – History 3230 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3232 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3247 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3376 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
• ADD – History 3465 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility (cross-listed with Jewish Studies 3465)
• ADD – History 3475 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3590 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• ADD – History 3640 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• ADD – History 3641 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• ADD – History 3701 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
• ADD – History 3711 – Theme: Number, Nature, Mind
• ADD – History of Art 3205 (cross-listed with Jewish Studies 3205)
• ADD – Jewish Studies 3205 (cross-listed with History of Art 3205)
• ADD – International Studies 2200 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with NEHC 2200)
• ADD – International Studies 3350 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• ADD – Jewish Studies 3465 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility (cross-listed with History 3465)
• ADD – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 2241 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with Anthro 2241)
• ADD – Pharmacy 3540 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• ADD – Philosophy 3440 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (cross-listed with AAAS 3440)
• ADD – Slavic 3800 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
• ADD – Sociology 2290 – Theme: Health and Wellbeing
• ADD – Sociology 3460 – Theme: Sustainability
• ADD – South Asia Studies 2220 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with Comp St 2220)
• ADD – Theatre 2211 – Foundation: Literary, Visual, and Performing Arts
• ADD – Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies 2702 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (cross-listed with Arabic 2702)
• ADD/CHANGE – Astronomy 2140 [new number for Astronomy 1140] – Theme: Origins and Evolution
• ADD/CHANGE – Astronomy 2141 [new number for Astronomy 1141] – Theme: Origins and Evolution
• ADD/CHANGE – Earth Sciences 2911 – [new number for Earth Sciences 1911] Themes: Lived Environments and Sustainability (4 CH with HIP: Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching) (cross-listed with EEOB 2911 and History 2911) note: is NOT an upper-division course as defined by the College of Arts and Sciences
• ADD/CHANGE – History 2911 – [new number for History 1911] Themes: Lived Environments and Sustainability (4 CH with HIP: Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching) (cross-listed with Earth Sci 2911 and EEOB 2911)
• ADD/CHANGE – Linguistics 4602 [new number for Ling 3602; 3 CH to 4 CH] – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (4 CH with HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)
• CHANGE – History 2301 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with AAAS 2301)
• CHANGE – History 2302 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with AAAS 2302)
• CHANGE – History 2303 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with AAAS 2303)
• CHANGE – History 2350 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with Islamic Studies 2350)
• CHANGE – History 3212 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with Classics 3212)
• CHANGE – History 3220 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with Classics 3220)
• CHANGE – History 3720 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (newly cross-listed with Classics 3720)
• NEW – African American and African Studies 2301 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 2301)
• NEW - African American and African Studies 2302 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 2302)
• NEW - African American and African Studies 2303 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 2303)
• NEW – Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics 2501 – Theme: Sustainability (4 CH with HIP: Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching) (cross-listed with ENR 2501)
• NEW – Classics 3205 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – Classics 3212 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 3212)
• NEW – Classics 3217 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures and Transformations (cross-listed with History 3217)
• NEW – Classics 3220 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 3220)
• NEW – Classics 3720 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 3720)
• NEW – Earth Sciences 1110S (3 CH) – Foundation: Natural Science ONLY IF taken with Earth Sciences 1200 (1 CH)
• NEW – Education Teaching and Learning 3101 – Theme: Lived Environments
• NEW – Engineering 2300 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• NEW – Engineering 2301 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (4 CH with HIP Research and Creative Inquiry)
• NEW – English 3020 – Theme: Sustainability
• NEW – English 3022 – Theme: Sustainability
• NEW – English 3350 – Theme: Lived Environments
• NEW – Entomology 1351 (1 CH) - Foundation: Natural Sciences WHEN TAKEN WITH Entomology 1350 (3 CH)
• NEW – Environment and Natural Resources 2501 – Theme: Sustainability (4 CH with HIP: Interdisciplinary and Integrated Collaborative Teaching) (cross-listed with AEDE 2501)
• NEW – Food, Agriculture, and Environmental Science 3797.05 – Theme: Lived Environments (4 CH with HIP: Global and Intercultural Learning: Abroad, Away, or Virtual)
• NEW – French 2804 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – History 2046 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – History 3217 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations (cross-listed with Classics 3217)
• NEW – History 5255 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• NEW – Islamic Studies 2350 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies (cross-listed with History 2350)
• NEW – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 2200 – Foundations: Social & Behavioral Sciences and Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (cross-listed with Int. St. 2200)
• NEW – Near Eastern Language and Culture 3667 – Theme: Lived Environments (cross-listed with Rel. St. 3667)
• NEW – Philosophy 1420 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – Philosophy 2338 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (4 CH with HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)
• NEW – Philosophy 2390 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
• NEW – Psychology 1375 – Foundation: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – Religious Studies 3667 – Theme: Lived Environments (cross-listed with NELC 3667)
• NEW – Slavic 3340 – Theme: Migration, Mobility, and Immobility
• NEW – Sociology 2380 – Foundations: Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
• NEW – Theatre 3710 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
• REMOVE – History 3475 – Foundation: Historical and Cultural Studies
• REMOVE – International Studies 3350 – Foundations: Historical and Cultural Studies and Social and Behavioral Sciences
• RETURN FROM LIMBO – Greek 1103 – College Requirement: World Language
**Spring 2024 Courses:**
- ADD – Arabic 3601 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (cross-listed with Philosophy 3221)
- ADD – History 2680 – Foundation: Literary, Visual and Performing Arts (cross-listed with NELC 2680)
- ADD – History 3375 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
- ADD – History 3580 – Theme: Traditions, Cultures, and Transformations
- ADD – Near Eastern Languages and Cultures 2680 – Foundation: Literary, Visual and Performing Arts (cross-listed with History 2680)
- ADD/CHANGE – Linguistics 3606 [new number for Linguistics 2367.01] – Foundations: Historical and Cultural Studies and Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity
- CHANGE – History 3222 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse world (newly cross-listed with Classics 3222)
- CHANGE – History of Art – 3605 – Foundations: Literary, Visual and Performing Arts and Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (newly cross-listed with Ethnic Studies 3605)
- CHANGE – History of Art – 3605H – Foundations: Literary, Visual and Performing Arts and Race, Ethnicity and Gender Diversity (newly cross-listed with Ethnic Studies 3605H)
- NEW – Environment and Natural Resources 2400 – Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World
- NEW – Geography 2400.02 – Theme: Citizenship for a Just and Diverse World (4 CH with HIP: Research and Creative Inquiry)

**Summer 2024 New Certificates:**
- Literary Publishing [Category 4, Non-credit]

**Summer 2027**
- DEACTIVATION – Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics
- DEACTIVATION – Bachelor of Arts in Actuarial Science

**Effective Term TBA**
- New undergraduate major in Forensic Anthropology (Bachelor of Science) pending full approval by the Ohio Department of Higher Education.

ASC Curriculum and Assessment Services
http://asccas.osu.edu - 306 Dulles Hall, 230 Annie & John Glenn Ave., The Ohio State University
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